BRIEF OVERVIEW OF ORIENTATION 2007
WELCOME TO LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS – AND THE SOUTH

Little Rock and Arkansas River

River Market

Hot Springs and Baths

Clinton Library
JUNE 4, 2007 – MONDAY

GENERAL OVERVIEW LECTURES ON GLOBAL CHANGE ISSUES

JUSTIN WILKINSON – Lockheed Martin – NASA
MIKE LEDBETTER – University of Arkansas at Little Rock
BETH McMILLAN – University of Arkansas at Little Rock
KEVIN MUELLER – GREF fellow – Penn State University
June 5, 2007 – Tuesday  Nuclear Energy and the Issues…

MARY GOOD – University of Arkansas at Little Rock

JULIE WHITBECK – University of New Orleans

JEFF GAFFNEY

SARAH O’BRIEN – GREF Fellow – Univ. of Illinois at Chicago

ESTHER ZELEDON – GREF Fellow – Univ. of Calif., Berkeley

Arkansas’s one nuclear power plant on Lake Dardanelle
June 6, 2007 – Wednesday – Field Trip
HOT SPRINGS NATIONAL PARK –
STEPHEN RUDD – National Park Service
Belle of Hot Springs Riverboat!

June 7, 2007 – Thursday – Climate Change and ARM
ROBERT TWILLEY – Louisiana State University
T.J. BLASING – Oak Ridge National Laboratory
JEFF GAFFNEY/NANCY MARLEY
ROSE RAVELO – GREF Fellow – Purdue University
June 8, 2007 - Friday – Atmospheric Science Program
Atmospheric Science Program Overview – Jeff Gaffney
MILAGRO and MAX-Mex – Jeff and Nancy
AMY WOLFE – Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Sustainability and Biofuels… - Jeff and Nancy
MONICA MARTINEZ-AVILES – GREF Fellow – Purdue University

June 9, 2007 – Saturday
Graduate Schools.. Jeff and Nancy
Publishing a Paper Workshop, Writing Proposals etc. Gaffney – Marley
Afternoon FREE!!
Final Dinner Talk.. Jeff Gaffney – Ozone Depletion, Regional Ozone, Aerosols.. Connections to Climate Change

June 10, 2007 – Sunday – Off to SURE Research Sites!